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A World Apart 

This section explains the difference and importance of the global core and the periphery, how the 

periphery is divided from the core, the mobals that try to enter the core, and why, and measures 

that different countries are taking in order to stop the entrance of mobals. 

Glossary 

aberration: the act of departing from the right, normal, or usual course; the act of deviating from 

the ordinary, usual, or normal type OR deviation from truth or moral rectitude  

acolyte: any attendant, assistant, or follower 

adjudicate: to settle a matter judicially  

affluent: Wealthy; rich; prosperous 

Afghanistan: a republic in central Asia, Northwest of India and East of Iran 

Afrikaner: an Afrikaans-speaking native of South Africa of European, especially Dutch, descent 

apartheid: A system or practice that separates people according to race, especially in the 

Republic of South Africa; segregation 

Arafura Sea: a part of the Pacific between North Australia and Southwest New Guinea 

armistice: A truce; a temporary suspension of hostilities by agreement of the warring parties 

Asia: a continent bounded by Europe and the Arctic, Pacific, and Indian oceans 

asylum: a safe refuge 

Australian Defense Force: the military organization responsible for the defense of Australia. It 

consists of the Royal Australian Navy, the Australian Army, the Royal Australian Air Force and 

a number of ‘tri-service’ units 



authoritarian: having complete or almost complete control over the will of another or others; a 

governmental political system in which individual freedom is second under the power or 

authority of the state 

Beijing: a city in and the capital of the People’s Republic of China, in the Northeast part, in 

central Heibei province 

bloc: a group of persons, businesses, ect., united for a particular purpose 

burgeon: to grow or develop quickly; flourish 

Canary Islands: A group of mountainous islands in the Atlantic Ocean, near the Northwest coast 

of Africa, comprising two provinces of Spain 

Cape Town: a seaport in and the legislative capital of the Republic of South Africa, in the 

Southwest part: also capital of Cape town of Good Hope province 

Ceuta: a seaport and enclave of Spain in North Morocco 

China: a republic in East Asia 

China's Pacific Rim: (see Pacific Rim) 

coastal zone: the interface between the land and water 

colonialism: the control or governing influence of a nation over a dependent country, territory, or 

people 

comprehensive: of larger scope; covering or involving much of; inclusive 

concede: to acknowledge as true, just, or proper; admit 

concentrated: applied with all one’s attention; clustered or gathered closely 

confer: to consult with others; compare opinions; carry on a discussion 

control function: an operation that controls the recording or processing or transmission of 

interpretation of data 



cornerstone: something that is essential, indispensable, or basic; chief foundation on which 

something is constructed or developed 

Cuba: a republic in the Caribbean, South of Florida 

Cyprus: an island republic in the Mediterranean, South of Turkey 

Demilitarized Zone(DMZ)**: an area in which it is forbidden to station military forces or 

maintain military installations 

dichotomy: division into two parts, kinds, ect.; subdivision into halves or pairs 

discern: to distinguish mentally; recognize as distinct or different; discriminate 

disfigure: to deform; to deface 

disparity: lack of similarity or equality; inequality; difference 

dissemination: the act of spreading widely 

Durban: a seaport in Southeast Natal, I the eastern Republic of South Africa 

East Asia: the countries and land area of the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong, Japan, 

Korea, Macao, Mongolia, the Ryukyu Islands, Taiwan, and the Russian Federation in  Asia 

Europe: a continent in the West part of the landmass lying between the Atlantic and the Pacific 

oceans, separated from Asia by the Ural Mountains on the east and the Caucasus Mountains and 

the Black and Caspian seas on the Southeast 

European Union: an association of European nations formed in 1993 for the purpose of achieving 

political and economic integration. Incorporating the European community, the European 

Union’s member states are Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 

Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and the United 

Kingdom 

evince: to show clearly; make evident or manifest; prove 



exclaves: a portion of a country geographically separated from the main part by surrounding 

alien territory 

extirpate: to remove or destroy 

failed state: a weak state where social and political structures have collapsed to the point where 

the government has little or no control 

Finland: a republic in North Europe: formerly a province of the Russian Empire 

fracture: the act of breaking; state of being broken 

France: a republic in West Europe 

gated community: a group of houses or apartment buildings protected by gates, walls, or other 

security measures 

global core: a highly urbanized and strongly globalized region from Europe through North 

America to East Asia and Australia in which wealth in concentrated  

globalization: the act of extending to other or all parts of the world 

Greece: a republic in South Europe at the South end of the Balkan Peninsula 

Green Line: a demarcation line that divides predominantly Christian East Beirut and 

predominantly Moslem West Beirut 

hermetically: so as to be airtight 

ideology: the body of doctrine, myth, belief, ect., that guides an individual, social movement, 

institution, class, or large group 

imperialism: the policy of extending the rule or authority of an empire or nation over foreign 

countries 

implication: something implied or suggested as naturally to be inferred or understood; the act of 

implying 

implode: to burst inward(the opposite of explode) 



impugn: to challenge as false; to cast doubt upon 

incentive: a reward of some sort 

inception: beginning; start; commencement 

India: a republic in South Asia 

indigenous: native to 

indispensable: absolutely necessary, essential, or requisite 

Indonesia: a republic in the Maylay Archipelago consisting of 13,677 islands 

influx: the act of flowing in; an inflow 

intertwine: to connect or link(to or more things) closely; to get two things involved with 

eachother 

Iraq: a republic in Southwest Asia, North of Saudi Arabia and West of Iran, centering in the 

Tigris-Euphrates basin of Mesopotamia 

Israel: a republic in Southwest Asia, on the Mediterranean 

Italy: a republic in South Europe, comprising a peninsula south of the Alps, and Sicily, Sardinia, 

Elba, and other smaller islands 

Jakota Triangle: an East Asian region comprising three countries: Japan, South Korea, and 

Taiwan 

Japan: a constitutional monarchy on a chain of islands off of the East coast of Asia 

Korean War: the war, begun on June 25, 1950, between North Korea, aided by Communist 

China, and South Korea, aided by the United States and other United Nations members forming 

a United Nations armed force: it ended in a truce signed on July 27, 1953 

land-based barrier: physical features such as mountains, rivers, ect., that divide lands  

manifestation: outward appearance; physical embodiment 



maritime: connected with the sea in relation to navigation; of or pertaining to the sea; bordering 

on the sea 

Mediterranean Sea: a sea surrounded by Africa, Europe, and Asia 

Melilla: a seaport belonging to Spain on the Northeast coast of Morocco, in Northwest Africa 

methodology: a set or system of methods, principles, and rules for regulating a given discipline 

Mexico: a republic in South North America 

Middle America: continental North America South of the U.S., comprising Mexico, Central 

America, and usually the West 

Indieshttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDQN46RJkhI&ob=av3e 

mobal: a migrant willing to take risks to cross boarders of countries illegally 

Netherlands: a kingdom in the West Europe, bordering on the North Sea, Germany, and Belguim 

New Guinea: a large island North of Australia, politically divided into the Indonesian province 

of Irian Jaya(West Irian) and the independent country of Papua New Guinea 

no-go zone: an area into which a boat cannot sail directly into the wind 

norm: a standard; what is considered normal; general level or average 

North Africa: the northern part of Africa, especially the region north of the tropical rain forest 

and comprised Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, and that part of Egypt west of the Gulf of Suez 

North American Free Trade Association(NAFTA): an agreement signed by the governments of 

Canada, Mexico, and the United States, creating a trilateral trade bloc in North America. The 

agreement came into force on January 1, 1994. 

North Korea: a country in East Asia 

offset: something that counterbalances, counteracts, or compensates for something else; 

compensating equivalent 



Pacific rim: places or continents around the edge of the Pacific ocean; it roughly overlaps with 

the Pacific Ring of Fire 

peninsula: an area of land almost completely surrounded by water except for a small piece still 

connecting it with the mainland 

periphery: any other countries outside of the global core 

permeate: to pass into or through every part of; saturate 

Philippines: an archipelago of 7083 islands in the Pacific, Southeast of China 

piecemeal: piece by piece; one piece at a time 

plural: containing, involving, or composed or more than one person, thing, item, ect. 

postglacial: formed or occurring after a glacial period 

precedence: the right to come after someone in order, rank, or importance 

predominant: having ascendancy, power, authority, or influence over others; prominent 

pre-intervention Iraq: the state of Iraq before military operations(foreign and otherwise) became 

a norm 

pull factor: reasons that lure or attract migrants or people to come into a country  

rampart: a defensive or protective barrier. 

ratification: confirmation; re-assurance 

recipient: the receiver; the receiving party 

reconnaissance: a general examination or survey of a region, usually followed by a detailed 

survey(abbreviated form: “recon”) 

regime: a mode or system of rule or government; ruling or prevailing system OR a government 

in power 

remittance: the sending of money, checks, ect., to a recipient at a distance  



revival: restoration to use, acceptance, or currency 

Schengen Accord: a treaty signed on June 14th, 1985 between many European countries that 

allows exchange of law enforcement data between their agencies via a centralized database 

Secure Fence Act: an act passed to help secure America’s borders to decrease illegal entry, drug 

trafficking, and security threat by building 700 miles of physical barriers along the Mexico-

United States border. 

Singapore: an island on the Strait of Singapore, off the south tip of the Maylay Peninsula 

South Africa: a country in southern Africa; member of the Commonwealth of Nations until 1961 

South Korea: a country in East Asia 

Southeast Asia: the countries and land area of Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, 

Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam 

strait: a narrow passage of water connecting two seas or two large areas of water 

Sub-Saharan Africa: a geographical term used to describe the area of the African continent which 

lies south of the Sahara, or those African countries which are fully or partially located south of 

the Sahara 

Taipei: a city in and the capital of Taiwan, in the northern part  

Taiwan: a Chinese island separated from the Southeast coast of China by Taiwan Strait 

Timor Sea: an arm of the Indian Ocean, between Timor and Northwest Australia 

Turkey: a republic in West Asia and Southeast Europe 

underscore: to stress; to emphasize 

virtually: just about; almost wholly 

West Africa: an area of western Africa between the Sahara Desert and the Gulf of Guinea 



World Bank: an international bank established in 1944 to help member nations reconstruct and 

develop, especially by guaranteeing loans 

zenith: a highest point or state; culmination 


